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Dear Global Investor,

October 28th, 2019

RE: INTAC Investment Commentary 2019-Q3
PLEASE READ IMPORTANT DISCLAIMERS AT THE END OF THIS COMMENTARY.

HIGHLIGHTS:
 As forecasted, in my prior INTAC Investment Commentary (“IIC”), in 2018-Q4 and 2019-Q1, Gold / Silver
Bullion and Gold & Precious Metals Mining Shares & Related Investments (“G&PM”) are having a good
2019-YTD;
 I am happy to report, that my investment management process is continuing to improve upon INTAC’s
significant outperformance in 2019 and INTAC is having very good year. The outperformance I have been
able to achieve in 2019-Q3, 2019-YTD, and since December 31st, 2015 is detailed below. We use December
31st, 2015, as a starting point, as this is the date, I refined INTAC’s investment management process, to utilize
my model driven investment management process. My process is composed of numerous studies, analysis, and
indicators which I constructed, implemented, and continue to refine, as part of my ongoing G&PM investment
management process. December 31st, 2015 is also the date that I predicted would mark the end of the cyclical
bear market and the commencement of the second half of the secular bull market in G&PM;

INTAC Performance Review:
Investment
INTAC Investment Philosophy Aggressive
INTAC Investment Philosophy Balanced to Aggressive
INTAC Investment Philosophy Balanced
INTAC Investment Philosophy Cautious to Balanced
S&P 500 Index
Gold Bullion Spot Price
Global X Silver Miners ETF (SIL)
VanEck Vectors Gold Miners ETF (GDX)
VanEck Vectors Junior Gold Miners ETF (GDXJ)
Gold Bugs Index (HUI)
Direxion Daily Gold Miners Index Bull 3X (NUGT)
Direxion Daily Junior Gold Miners Index Bull 3X (JNUG)

2019-Q3 %
Chng (Jul
17, 2019 Oct
16,
2019)

2019-YTD %
Chng (Dec
31, 2018 Oct 16, 2019)

% Chng (Dec
31, 2015 Oct 16, 2019)

2017
%
Chng (Dec
30, 2016 –
Dec
29,
2017)

2016
%
Chng (Dec
31, 2015 –
Dec
30,
2016)

13.53%
10.92%
8.24%
5.71%
0.18%
4.65%
-11.93%
-1.40%
-2.84%
-2.41%
-14.56%
-21.39%

60.51%
45.91%
33.29%
22.53%
19.26%
16.07%
11.39%
26.65%
21.21%
26.24%
56.23%
24.97%

180.43%
114.16%
78.43%
40.65%
46.27%
40.25%
51.59%
94.68%
90.68%
82.34%
40.75%
-7.33%

32.07%
18.01%
11.08%
6.11%
-6.24%
-1.57%
-22.82%
-9.25%
-11.46%
-16.50%
-44.79%
-48.14%

111.17%
79.97%
60.11%
32.71%
19.42%
13.17%
1.65%
11.09%
8.18%
5.48%
3.73%
-20.43%

The above INTAC returns are for all client accounts including all fees and all expenses for all clients whom did not change their investment philosophy and/or client margin and/or contribute / redeem capital
from their investment account during the period. Investment returns may vary (i.e. higher or lower) from those listed above for clients whom made such changes / alterations over the period. Returns are
calculated by Mark Andrew Robinson (CFA and CEO & Compliance for INTAC) and verified by Deloitte & Touch.
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 My G&PM Indicators, that I use, together with numerous other studies, analysis, and indicators, (e.g.
Fundamental Analysis, Macro Economic Analysis, Geopolitical Analysis, Interest Rate & Inflation Analysis,
Inter Markets Analysis, Fund Flows Analysis, COT & ETF Positioning Analysis, Elliot Wave Analysis,
Sentiment Analysis, Cycle Analysis, and Technical Analysis) to try to determine where we are in the G&PM
cycle, which I discussed at length in my IIC 2018-Q2, that I implemented and have significantly refined,
especially since December 31st 2015, have assisted me in generating significant outperformance for INTAC
since December 31st 2015. Further, I am happy to report that the more recent adjustments I have made to my
studies, analysis, and indicators, since the commencement of 2019, in regards to my early recognition / belief
that we have entered into the second half of the G&PM secular bull market (i.e. that I discussed in my past
IIC’s), have even further improved my G&PM investment management process and results. This is
demonstrated in the above INTAC Performance Review Table by INTAC’s stronger outperformance in 2019YTD (e.g. approximately ~3X that of GDXJ and ~6X that of SIL) relative to INTAC’s outperformance since
December 31st, 2015 (e.g. approximately ~2X that of GDXJ and ~4X that of SIL);
 We are also pleased to report that, in 2019-YTD, this absolute outperformance was attained with even better
risk adjusted performance. I was able to significantly reduced risk, at times, through high levels of cash and
through my effective implementation of pairs trading strategies. For example, at opportune times, I sold GDX
short relative to longs in select best of breed mid-tier gold and silver producing mining companies (i.e. as pairs
trades) which reduced our portfolios overall risk profile through implementation of a partial market neutral
strategy while still pro-offering attractive combined returns. I will look to do this for short periods towards the
latter stages of an advancing phases, in an effort, to continue to participate in the final portion of a given advance
with less risk;
 Further, during 2019-Q3, specifically, at the end of August and into the first week of September, I sold virtually
all our G&PM holdings, except for a few event driver / special situation G&PM investments. This was a
dramatic and bold change from the leveraged long G&PM positions that I had previously built up at the end of
May and in early June 2019-Q2. This allowed us to lock in excellent gains in anticipation of a pullback that
commenced virtually right after I had exited the G&PM sector. I have been patiently waiting for the current
pull back in the G&PM sector to progress (i.e. for almost two months) and have only recently began to build,
some positions back, with a focus on select G&PM producers and with a further focus on the best of bread
silver producers;
 I am looking for opportunities to continue to build back leveraged long G&PM positions on further weakness
and/or over time. I have completed my optimal portfolio design, to include the best G&PM producing mining
companies, and my targeted buy prices have been determined. Also, my planned asset allocation for investment
into the best performing active G&PM fund managers and ETF’s, that specialize in G&PM producers in the
mid-tier to the higher end of the junior market capitalization space, has been completed. In this regard, my
focus is on G&PM funds / ETF’s that in turn are focusing on this market capitalization space for the best G&PM
producers with an additional focus on the best silver producers.
 I forecasted, in our IIC 2018-Q1, that the second major leg up in the G&PM bull market would begin in 2018Q4. Further, when others were panicking, during the G&PM take-down in August and September 2018, I
remained confident in my analysis and forecasts. In fact, due to my extensive analytical work, which I partially
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expressed in my G&PM Indicators, which I presented and discussed at length in my IIC 2018-Q2, I concluded
that our G&PM investments were a screaming buy during the August and September 2018 G&PM sell off.
Thus far, these investment calls, as well as my recent G&PM predications, remain right on target. Additionally,
if the 2nd Major Leg Up in the second half of the G&PM secular bull market has commenced in 2018-Q4, as
we believe, and the G&PM market which initially advanced in a three steps forward - two steps back manner,
which in technical terms equates to a 61.8% Fibonacci retracement, in the first five months of 2019, has
transitioned into a more accelerated advance of say three steps forward with one+ to one and a half steps back,
in technical terms this would equates to 38.2% or 50% Fibonacci retracements, as we believe is now begging
to occur, then INTAC’s G&PM strategy should continue to deliver - stellar gains for our investors over the
coming several years;
 Although INTAC has performed exceptionally well in 2019-YTD and since December 31st, 2015, the bulk of
Gold & Silver mining equities, including several I am looking to buy back, are not meeting investor expectations
in relation to the much higher bullion prices. This is a result of G&PM investor sentiment only beginning to
move from Despondency to Disbelief. Tired and impatient G&PM investors are selling their shares to the banks
as bullion prices advanced and ironically this is creating even more attractive valuations and opportunities for
savvy investors who recognize the bargains represented by select Gold & Silver mining equities (i.e. several of
which are now generating massive cash flows with significant profit margins at these higher bullion prices
while their market capitalizations remain significantly depressed);
 Based on historical bull market cycles and given the current supportive macroeconomic and market backdrop
we believe we are still in the early stages of gold’s recovery phase. A notable indictor has been the substantial
increase in demand for gold from central banks globally, with gold purchases during the first half of 2019 being
the highest on record (World Gold Council). Furthermore, while inflows into gold-backed investment products
have risen during the first half of 2019 there remains substantial potential for new investors to enter the gold
market. Gold is under-owned by investors relative to other asset classes and there is little sign of hype
surrounding the sector despite gold and gold equities being among the best performing assets year-to-date; and
 In 2019-Q3 all of INTAC’s Aggressive and Balanced to Aggressive Accounts have added further to our
significant outperformance to both the unleveraged ETF’s of GDX and GDXJ and our stellar outperformance
to the leveraged ETF’s of NUGT and JNUG that we have achieved since, we believe, the second half of the
secular bull market began on December 31st, 2015.

CONTAINED IN THIS INVESTMENT COMMENTARY:
The contents contained in this IIC are:
-

INTAC Performance Review;

-

Gold & Silver Mining Shares Not Yet Meeting Expectations of the Higher Bullion Prices as a Result of
Investor Sentiment Only Beginning to Move from Despondency to Disbelief Which Is Creating Even More
Attractive Valuations and Opportunities for Savvy Investors Who Recognize the Bargains Represented by
Gold & Silver Mining Equities;
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-

Why INTAC Initiated A Long-Term / Secular G&PM Investment Strategy In 2004 (e.g. Initially Envisaged
as a 20-Year Investment Time Horizon);

-

INTAC’s Current G&PM Investment Strategy, “Planned Shorts in Select Equity ETF’s” Strategy,
Envisaged Remaining Investment Time Horizon, And Short-Term Timing Considerations Following Our
Significant Gains and Outperformance in 2019-YTD and in Consideration of the Changing Fiscal and
Monetary Policy Landscape;

-

BCA Conference - NYC - September 26th – 27th, 2019 – Event Summary;

-

Ray Dalio’s Summary of Where the Global Economic Cycle is in Terms of Credit, Interest Rates,
Leveraging and Deleveraging, and Where Related Market Cycles Are and What’s Next (?) and his Views
on China;

-

BCA - Gold Versus Silver;

-

INTAC Is Gradually Rebuilding Its Silver Mining Share Exposure;

-

INTAC Analysis of Select G&PM Charts;

-

List of Some Important Calendar Events That Can Affect The G&PM Sector (i.e. FOMC Meeting Dates
and Nonfarm Payrolls - Releases 2019);

-

List of Additional Research; and

-

Concluding Remarks.

INTAC Performance Review:
I am happy to report, that my investment management process is continuing to improve upon INTAC’s
significant outperformance in 2019 and INTAC is having very good year. The outperformance I have
been able to achieve in 2019-Q3, 2019-YTD, and since December 31st, 2015 is detailed below. We use
December 31st, 2015, as a starting point, as this is the date, I refined INTAC’s investment management
process, to utilize my model driven investment management process. My process is composed of
numerous studies, analysis, and indicators which I constructed, implemented, and continue to refine, as
part of my ongoing G&PM investment management process. December 31st, 2015 is also the date that I
predicted would mark the end of the cyclical bear market and the commencement of the second half of
the secular bull market in G&PM;

INTAC Performance Review:
Investment
INTAC Investment Philosophy Aggressive
INTAC Investment Philosophy Balanced to Aggressive
INTAC Investment Philosophy Balanced

2019-Q3 %
Chng (Jul
17, 2019 Oct
16,
2019)

2019-YTD %
Chng (Dec
31, 2018 Oct 16, 2019)

% Chng (Dec
31, 2015 Oct 16, 2019)

2017
%
Chng (Dec
30, 2016 –
Dec
29,
2017)

2016
%
Chng (Dec
31, 2015 –
Dec
30,
2016)

13.53%
10.92%
8.24%

60.51%
45.91%
33.29%

180.43%
114.16%
78.43%

32.07%
18.01%
11.08%

111.17%
79.97%
60.11%
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INTAC Investment Philosophy Cautious to Balanced
S&P 500 Index
Gold Bullion Spot Price
Global X Silver Miners ETF (SIL)
VanEck Vectors Gold Miners ETF (GDX)
VanEck Vectors Junior Gold Miners ETF (GDXJ)
Gold Bugs Index (HUI)
Direxion Daily Gold Miners Index Bull 3X (NUGT)
Direxion Daily Junior Gold Miners Index Bull 3X (JNUG)

5.71%
0.18%
4.65%
-11.93%
-1.40%
-2.84%
-2.41%
-14.56%
-21.39%

22.53%
19.26%
16.07%
11.39%
26.65%
21.21%
26.24%
56.23%
24.97%

40.65%
46.27%
40.25%
51.59%
94.68%
90.68%
82.34%
40.75%
-7.33%

6.11%
-6.24%
-1.57%
-22.82%
-9.25%
-11.46%
-16.50%
-44.79%
-48.14%

32.71%
19.42%
13.17%
1.65%
11.09%
8.18%
5.48%
3.73%
-20.43%

The above INTAC returns are for all client accounts including all fees and all expenses for all clients whom did not change their investment philosophy and/or client margin and/or contribute / redeem capital
from their investment account during the period. Investment returns may vary (i.e. higher or lower) from those listed above for clients whom made such changes / alterations over the period. Returns are
calculated by Mark Andrew Robinson (CFA and CEO & Compliance for INTAC) and verified by Deloitte & Touch.

My G&PM Indicators, that I use, together with numerous other studies, analysis, and indicators, (e.g.
Fundamental Analysis, Macro Economic Analysis, Geopolitical Analysis, Interest Rate & Inflation
Analysis, Inter Markets Analysis, Fund Flows Analysis, COT & ETF Positioning Analysis, Elliot Wave
Analysis, Sentiment Analysis, Cycle Analysis, and Technical Analysis) to try to determine where we are
in the G&PM cycle, which I discussed at length in my IIC 2018-Q2, that I implemented and have
significantly refined, especially since December 31st 2015, have assisted me in generating significant
outperformance for INTAC since December 31st 2015. Further, I am happy to report that the more recent
adjustments I have made to my studies, analysis, and indicators, since the commencement of 2019, in
regards to my early recognition / belief that we have entered into the second half of the G&PM secular
bull market (i.e. that I discussed in my past IIC’s), have even further improved my G&PM investment
management process and results. This is demonstrated in the above INTAC Performance Review Table
by INTAC’s stronger outperformance in 2019-YTD (e.g. approximately ~3X that of GDXJ and ~6X that
of SIL) relative to INTAC’s outperformance since December 31st, 2015 (e.g. approximately ~2X that of
GDXJ and ~4X that of SIL).
We are also pleased to report that, in 2019-YTD, this absolute outperformance was attained with even
better risk adjusted performance. I was able to significantly reduced risk, at times, through high levels of
cash and through my effective implementation of pairs trading strategies. For example, at opportune
times, I sold GDX short relative to longs in select best of breed mid-tier gold and silver producing mining
companies (i.e. as pairs trades) which reduced our portfolios overall risk profile through implementation
of a partial market neutral strategy while still pro-offering attractive combined returns. I will look to do
this for short periods towards the latter stages of an advancing phases, in an effort, to continue to
participate in the final portion of a given advance with less risk.
We are happy with the outperformance in 2019-YTD and since the end of 2015 which I hope will
eventually mirror my phenomenal 10-year performance in the G&PM sector from 2003-YE to 2012-YE.
Again, I remind investors that it will not be a straight-line rally, there will continue to be significant
volatility in the G&PM sector (i.e. as there has been in prior years with both trending upside volatility and
trending downside volatility). However, as we transition through this year and into the 2020’s we believe
the extreme volatility should transition to primarily upside trending volatility and if so then staying the
course with our concentrated and overweight G&PM – long-term – investment strategy should become
easier following the U.S. Election.
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Again, our minimum remaining intended investment time horizon, for our overweight – concentrated –
and at times leveraged exposure to G&PM, remains until 2020-YE to 2024-YE. I forecasted that the
second leg up in the second half of the secular G&PM bull market had most likely started in 2018-Q4 and
would eventually accelerate, on a more sustainable basis, potentially as early as 2019-Q2 and thus far
these forecasts are right on track. Further, we believe the G&PM sector will produce one of the greatest
bull markets ever by 2026-YE to 2030-YE, driven by the fundaments presented at length in this and our
prior correspondence.
The INTAC Managed Allocation & Gold Asset Class Portfolio, remains focused on those G&PM
companies with the highest quality assets, effective management teams, and a demonstrable commitment
to returns to shareholders through both our direct holdings of G&PM shares and through the world’s best
performing G&PM funds whom we allocate to. We continue to operate a value-based investment
approach and believe that INTAC is well-positioned to continue to generate outperformance during the
second half of the secular bull market in G&PM.
Bottom Line – In 2019-Q3 all of INTAC’s Aggressive and Balanced to Aggressive Accounts have added
further to our significant outperformance to both the unleveraged ETF’s of GDX and GDXJ and our stellar
outperformance to the leveraged ETF’s of NUGT and JNUG that we have achieved since, we believe, the
second half of the secular bull market began on December 31st, 2015.

Gold & Silver Mining Shares Not Yet Meeting Expectations of the Higher Bullion Prices
as a Result of Investor Sentiment Only Beginning to Move from Despondency to
Disbelief Which Is Creating Even More Attractive Valuations and Opportunities for
Savvy Investors Who Recognize the Bargains Represented by Gold & Silver Mining
Equities:
Although INTAC has performed exceptionally well in 2019-YTD and since December 31st, 2015, the bulk
of Gold & Silver mining equities, including several I am looking to buy back, are not meeting investor
expectations in relation to the much higher bullion prices. This is a result of G&PM investor sentiment
only beginning to move from Despondency to Disbelief. Tired and impatient G&PM investors are selling
their shares to the banks as bullion prices advanced and this is depressing the recovery in gold and silver
mining shares. Ironically this is creating even more attractive valuations and opportunities for savvy
investors who recognize the bargains represented by select gold & silver producing mining companies
(i.e. several of which are now generating massive cash flows with significant profit margins at these higher
bullion prices while their market capitalizations currently remaining at significantly depressed levels).
While silver has continued to trade at frustratingly low levels, we look towards gold to set the direction
for the price of silver. Gold bullion traded at a six year high in September 2019, making a new high of
$1566/oz (Gold – Continuous Contract (EOD) CME (“EOD”)). Despite gold trading almost 14% higher
than the 2016 peak of $1377.50/oz (EOD), the GDX failed in its attempt to surpass the 2016 high. The
GDXJ was even worse off, trading almost 20% below its 2016 high.
The combination of rising bullion prices and investor apathy towards precious metals equities has created
a potent mixture for precious metals investors. As bullion prices continued their march higher during the
third quarter, we saw something entirely unexpected, to some but not INTAC, occur in the precious metal
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equity funds and related ETFs. Specifically, Outflows. INTAC expected this to occur. As following a
brutal - long - drawn out - bear market in any asset class weary investors often look to exit during the
initial stages of the recovery. After going through the pain of a long-brutal-bear-market in an asset class,
sector, or industry few investors can stick around for the enormous the gains that virtually always seem to
follow.

Source: Bloomberg
The chart above graphs the year-to-date shares outstanding in the GDX and GDXJ ETFs. As precious
metal equities experienced strong gains in June and July, investors responded by redeeming their units for
cash. Over the course of the first three quarters of 2019, investors have redeemed 82.10M shares of GDX
and 27.70M shares of the GDXJ. This represents 16.36% and 19.52% of shares outstanding for the GDX
and GDXJ respectively – a truly staggering amount. Once this primarily retail selling is completed and
the worn out hands have left, a selection G&PM should be in a position to rally strongly, which would go
a long way towards closing the enormous valuations GAPS relative to fundamentals (i.e. especially in the
smaller mid-Tier and larger Junior Capitalization space).
This behavior was not confined to passive vehicles such as ETFs because Sprott saw the same pattern
emerge from investors in actively managed precious metal equity funds as well. In my mind these
divergences confirm selling of G&PM ETF’s and funds by the retail investor and buying of the underlying
G&PM shares by the bullion banks. These divergences (i.e. rising G&PM prices and declining retail
G&PM ownership) are not supported by fundamentals, especially given two very important factors.
1. The precious metals sector today are far leaner and more profitable than they were the last time we saw
gold prices around $1500/oz after having endured a six-year bear market in bullion prices. Senior precious
metal equities today trade at one of the lowest P/CF multiples in over thirty years.
Senior Producer Price to Cash Flow Multiples
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Source: Scotiabank
2. Similarly, precious metal equities have never been as cheap in over thirty years when measured against
their Net Asset Value (NAV). The chart below, courtesy of Scotiabank graphically demonstrates this
point.

Source: Scotiabank
The chart below is a classic and it captures investor sentiment at various phases of the market cycle.
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Sprott surmise, and we whole heartedly agree, that we are currently somewhere between the two Ds of
the market cycle, namely, between Despondency and Disbelief. Following the classic capitulation, we
witnessed at the end of 2015, investors have been downright despondent and doleful towards precious
metals investing over the past few years despite strong returns. The GDX and GDXJ have returned
97.80% and 99.75% from Jan 2015 through September 2019 inclusive of dividends far outperforming the
S&P 500 which returned 57.20% including dividends. Equity investors have met the 2019 rally in bullion
prices with disbelief. They have responded by cashing in their investments in gold and silver equities,
afraid that they may never see these prices any time soon. Therein lies the opportunity for savvy investors
who recognize the bargain represented by gold and silver equities.
In summary, since the gold price breakout G&PM mining shares have lagged their fundamental
performance expectations. It is still early in the embarkment of what we believe is the second half of the
G&PM secular bull market and as such G&PM mining shares investors and even mining CEO’s are still
scared to commit to the recent gold price breakout. However, very soon select G&PM mining companies
will announce awesome earnings and profits and if the gold price can continue to hang in around $1,400
to $1,600 range then these G&PM mining shares should remain in the sweet spot and their share prices
should advance towards their fundamental valuations. We believe a gold price range of $1,400 to $1,600
is the sweet spot for a selection of producing G&PM mining companies where they will continue to show
good capital discipline while earning excellent cashflows and profits. Thus even in the event of no further
increases in the gold price (e.g. such that the gold price is to trade in a range from $1,400 to $1,600) for a
couple months or quarters, several select G&PM producing mining companies share prices should rally
significantly as they announce tremendous earnings over coming months / quarters.

Why INTAC Initiated A Long-Term / Secular G&PM Investment Strategy In 2004 (e.g.
Initially Envisaged as a 20-Year Investment Time Horizon):
When it comes to gold’s price performance, while Monetary Policy and Real Interest Rates, Fiscal Policy
and the M2 Money Stock / Population, the Level of the USD, Amount of Global Negative Yielding Debt,
Geopolitical Events, and General Stock Market Performance are all important drivers over the short to
medium term... the long-term key force driving of the gold markets remains the overall fiscal and monetary
imbalances built up globally and ultimately how these global imbalances will be resolved.
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Our whole thesis for getting long G&PM back in 2004 was to remain overweight G&PM until the world
came to some form of resolution in regards to the Global Debt Supercycle (i.e. as initially coined by BCA),
and I have referred to this process over the years as the Global Debt Supercycle Reset (“GDSR”). Since
the Global Financial Crises (“GFC”) of 2008 the overall fiscal and monetary imbalances throughout the
globe have only gotten bigger and worse. In several countries, including the USA, policy makers have
merely shifted a portion of the massive debts built up from consumers and to a lesser extent the corporate
sector to Government / Sovereign debts. However, consumer debts are still a major potential issue in
many parts of the world and even more so are the levels of corporate debts. Since 2008 the debt
deleveraging cycle has not really deleveraged at all as in the aggregate debts have only marginally shifted
from consumers to Sovereigns. Further, with the extreme policy measures undertaken by both fiscal and
monetary policy makers, since the GFC of 2008, the Sovereign debt imbalances, on a global scale, have
grown far past a sustainable level and in most instances globally are well past the point of return and in
several instances globally have grown to unimaginable proportions including many developed countries.
As I have been writing for years, mathematically the repayment of these debts at current levels is
impossible, not to mention if interest rates were to ever rise, and so, policy makers globally have only two
choices those being a Soft Debt Default or a Hard Debt Default.
A soft debt default would involve inflating away the debt burdens globally through much higher inflation
rates globally. This inflationary outcome is being perused globally by policy makers and is a very difficult
tightrope for global policy makers to walk. Specifically, the inflationary tightrope has extremely high
probabilities of either runaway inflation or even hyperinflation developing that should collapse the
financial markets on the one side or alternatively debt deflation that should collapses the whole financial
system on the other side. However, assuming policy makers globally are able to pull off what appears to
be an impossible feat of attaining higher global inflation sufficient to inflate away the massive global
Sovereign debt imbalances then this should be very bullish for gold during this developing inflationary
period (e.g. a gold price rising over the next decade or so to potentially $5,000 to $10,000 USD per troy
ounce). However, either side of the inflationary tightrope, of runaway inflation to potentially
hyperinflation on one side and untreatable debt deflation on the other, are both extremely bullish for gold
(e.g. a gold price rising over the next decade or so to potentially $10,000 to $25,000 USD per troy ounce).
The latter potential outcome, being untreatable debt deflation (i.e. where policy makers are pushing on the
proverbial string), would eventually lead to a hard debt default as the final resolution of the GDSR.
A hard debt default would involve a debt jubilee with massive Sovereign debt write downs or outright bon
fires of global Sovereign debts around the world. This is likely to only occur with massive global market
turmoil, with all governments involved, on a global scale, needing to come to some form of agreement or
a highly fractured world would result from the reset of the global Sovereign debt imbalances. It is highly
unlikely that governments worldwide will be able to make such critical agreements considering single
country governments have an extremely hard time achieving agreement on any matters of even partial
significance much less agreements of major significance on a global scale. Further, any such global
governmental agreements would very likely first require massive market turmoil, as the very difficult
solutions that are required to prevent one country or group of countries from taking advantage of other
countries going forward will be near impossible for countries to agree on. Additionally, the issues that
need to be resolved in the GDSR involve the most critical financial issues on a global scale (e.g. agreement
on global debtor and creditor level resets, global reserve currency status, global market structures and
regulations, global payment systems, among many others). It is highly likely that solutions to these major
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global imbalances and critical related matters will not be agreed, on a global scale, unless necessity were
to require such agreement. As the old and wise saying goes “necessity is the mother of all creation”. We
believe that during the process of a global Sovereign hard debt default scenario coming to fruition, either
partially or wholly, that the gold price will rise to an unimaginable level (e.g. well above $25,000 USD
per troy ounce).
There are numerous charts related to the global imbalances built up during the global debt super cycle that
can be used as determinates for the gold price (e.g. real interest rates = nominal interest rates - inflation
rates (which should include asset price inflation), total supply of money and credit, total amount of
negative yielding debt, the Real Trade Weighted U.S. Dollar Index, to name a few). See a few examples
below:
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If the dollar were to return to where it was in 2014 relative to other currencies, it would be about a 20%
devaluation from current levels. If gold were to stay valued roughly where it is compared to other
currencies while the dollar weakens, then we’d be looking at a 20% gain in the price of gold in dollar
terms, which brings us up to $1,800 gold. Add in a little time, more rate cuts, and some quantitative easing
by the Fed, and new highs are likely in sight.
My base case indeed is for the U.S. dollar to weaken against many other currencies over the coming years.
The strong dollar period of 2015-2019 has been characterized by large fiscal deficit stimulus combined
with tight monetary policy (compared to the rest of the developed world), which is a temporary recipe for
a very strong dollar, but now U.S. monetary policy is being forced to shift dovish to fund those large U.S.
deficits.
Whenever the dollar is strong, foreign sources generally don’t buy U.S. treasuries at scale, meaning that
the U.S. needs to fund its own deficit. Ever since the dollar became strong in late 2014, foreign sources
(green line in the chart below) significantly slowed their buying of U.S. treasuries, which forced domestic
sources (blue line below, mainly banks, insurers, corporations, and pensions) to buy $3 trillion in U.S.
debt over a five year period:
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Chart Source: St. Louis Fed
However, as the overnight repo rate spike showed in September, U.S. banks have run dry on liquidity to
keep buying U.S. treasuries. There is no more excess liquidity in the U.S. banking system after five years
of depleting it via converting cash into T-bills to fund the government deficit.
When the Fed performed the third round of quantitative easing (QE) back in 2014, it filled large U.S.
banks with plenty of excess cash, and when this round of QE came to an end and the firehose of dollar
liquidity ceased, the dollar strengthened and as previously described, foreigners largely stopped buying
U.S. debt.
Over the past five years since then, large U.S. banks have drawn down their cash levels (red line in the
chart below) from 15% to 8% of total assets, and have increased their treasury holdings from 15% of total
assets to an all-time record high of 21% of total assets (blue line below). Their cash levels have now come
down to post-crisis bank regulatory limits and can’t really go lower under the current framework, meaning
they are out of ammo to buy more treasuries:

Chart Source: St. Louis Fed
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The Federal Reserve has responded to this problem by expanding its balance sheet since the day of the
repo spike, to take treasuries and inject liquidity back into the banking system. The Fed is now monetizing
U.S. debts, essentially, and has increased its balance sheet by $175 billion in the three weeks from the
repo spike:

Chart Source: St. Louis Fed
Technically this leg up in the balance sheet is temporary, because it consists of a combination of overnight
loans and 2-week loans. However, these loans keep being rolled, and it is unlikely to be unwound. There’s
a high probability that this turns into another round of permanent balance sheet expansion.
With $100 billion or more in U.S. net debt growth per month that the banking system doesn’t have any
room on their balance sheets to buy, the Fed’s continued balance sheet expansion shows no signs of
stopping as long as the dollar remains at elevated levels causing foreigners not to buy treasuries at scale.
In other words, dollar strength is its own self-correcting mechanism until it forces itself to be weaker.
While anything is possible, many analysts that expect the dollar to continue far higher seem to
underestimate how much damage a strong dollar does to the U.S. economy and the funding situation for
U.S. treasuries, including increasing the risk of a recession. As of three weeks ago, the Fed has been
forced to inject major and ongoing liquidity into the system, which historically tends to weaken the dollar
over time, or at least prevent it from strengthening.
However, most of the above short to medium term determinates for the gold price are really symptoms of
the primary long-term driver of the price of gold, which are population demographic changes,
productivity, and the resulting gross domestic product (GDP) relative to the accumulation of total
outstanding debt in a country. This primary determinate for the gold price (i.e. debt relative to GDP) can
also be analyzed on a global basis. Over the long-term, the higher total global debts rise relative to the
weighted summation of total gross domestic product (GDP) (i.e. globally) the higher the gold price should
rise.
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The chart below shows US debts as a percentage of US GDP. Gross Federal Debts / GDP already exceed
100% and are rising at $1 Trillion/year (i.e. in the good times...) and of course, in the next recession GDP
will collapse and Gross Federal deficits could easily increase by 50% or 100% (e.g. $1.% to $2
Trillian/year) and the cumulative related Gross Federal Debts would explode higher as would their ratio
to declining GDP. It should be noted that Japan is in worse shape than the U.S. (see table of countries
with Debts / GDP above 90% listed below). Jerome Powell made it very clear, to the Japanese reporter,
in his October 30th, 2019 post Fed Meeting Press Conference Q&A, that the Fed will do whatever it takes
to fight the Japanification of U.S. Inflation Expectations. Specifically, the Fed will ensure that Inflation
Expectations move up above the 2% level (i.e. soon) and stay above this level, such that a persistent
moderate overshoot of this inflation objective would be welcome and in line with the Fed
“SYMMETRICAL” inflation objectives. Once again, the Fed has confirmed that it will act accordingly
to ensure it attains its symmetrical 2% inflation objective and that it will wait to see the whites of the eyes
of inflation before any discussions regarding the possible of removal of any accommodative monetary
policy could even begin to be considered.

Name

National Debt to GDP
Ratio

Population

Japan

237.54%

126,860,301
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Name

National Debt to GDP
Ratio

Population

Venezuela

214.45%

28,515,829

Sudan

177.87%

Greece

174.15%

10,473,455

Lebanon

157.81%

6,855,713

Italy

133.43%

60,550,075

Eritrea

127.34%

3,497,117

Cape Verde

125.29%

549,935

Mozambique

124.46%

30,366,036

Portugal

119.46%

10,226,187

Barbados

117.27%

287,025

Singapore

109.37%

5,804,337

United States

106.70%

329,064,917
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Name

National Debt to GDP
Ratio

Population

Bhutan

103.85%

763,092

Cyprus

101.04%

1,198,575

Bahrain

100.19%

1,641,172

Belgium

99.57%

11,539,328

France

99.20%

65,129,728

Spain

95.96%

46,736,776

Jordan

94.83%

10,101,694

Jamaica

94.13%

2,948,279

Belize

92.64%

390,353

Angola

90.46%

31,825,295

Brazil

90.36%

211,049,527

Republic of the Congo

90.19%

5,380,508
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Shown below is the median debt to GDP for the developed countries listed in the footnote that has
ballooned since the financial crisis, reaching levels never seen before during peacetime. This debt to GDP
would be far worse if EM countries, especially China, were also to be included:
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Below I have included an excerpt from the Mises Institute - The Theory of Money and Credit – Concluding
Remarks that aptly presents the bottom line choice policy makers and ultimately the electorate or masses
will eventually be forced to make.

Mises Institute - The Theory of Money and Credit
Concluding Remarks
The present unsatisfactory state of monetary affairs is an outcome of the social ideology to
which our contemporaries are committed and of the economic policies which this ideology
begets. People lament over inflation, but they enthusiastically support policies that could not
go on without inflation. While they grumble about the inevitable consequences of inflation,
they stubbornly oppose any attempt to stop or to restrict deficit spending.
The suggested reform of the currency system and the return to sound monetary conditions
presuppose a radical change in economic philosophies. There cannot be any question of the
gold standard as long as waste, capital decumulation, and corruption are the foremost
characteristics of the conduct of public affairs.
Cynics dispose of the advocacy of a restitution of the gold standard by calling it utopian. Yet
we have only the choice between two utopias: the utopia of a market economy, not paralyzed
by government sabotage on the one hand, and the utopia of totalitarian all-round planning on
the other hand. The choice of the first alternative implies the decision in favor of the gold
standard.

INTAC’s Current G&PM Investment Strategy, “Planned Shorts in Select Equity ETF’s”
Strategy, Envisaged Remaining Investment Time Horizon, And Short-Term Timing
Considerations Following Our Significant Gains and Outperformance in 2019-YTD and
in Consideration of the Changing Fiscal and Monetary Policy Landscape:
The rational for our current G&PM Investment Strategy has not changed from our original rational and in
fact our conviction has only grown stronger. My whole thesis for getting long G&PM back in 2004 was
to remain overweight G&PM until the world came to some form of resolution in regards to the Global
Debt Supercycle (i.e. as initially coined by BCA), and I have refer to this process over the years as the
Global Debt Supercycle Reset (“GDSR”). Since the Global Financial Crises (“GFC”) of 2008 the overall
fiscal and monetary imbalances globally have only gotten bigger and far worse and this in turn has only
strengthened our conviction in our long-term / secular G&PM investment strategy.
I forecasted, in our IIC 2018-Q1, that the second major leg up in the G&PM bull market would begin in
2018-Q4. Further, when others were panicking, during the G&PM take-down in August and September
2018, I remained confident in my analysis and forecasts. In fact, due to my extensive analytical work,
which I partially expressed in my G&PM Indicators, which I presented and discussed at length in my IIC
2018-Q2, I concluded that our G&PM investments were a screaming buy during the August and
September 2018 G&PM sell off. Thus far, these investment calls, as well as my recent G&PM
predications, remain right on target. Additionally, if the 2nd Major Leg Up in the second half of the G&PM
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secular bull market has commenced in 2018-Q4, as we believe, and the G&PM market which initially
advanced in a three steps forward - two steps back manner, which in technical terms equates to a 61.8%
Fibonacci retracement, in the first five months of 2019, has transitioned into a more accelerated advance
of say three steps forward with one+ to one and a half steps back, in technical terms this would equates to
38.2% or 50% Fibonacci retracements, as we believe is now begging to occur, then INTAC’s G&PM
strategy should continue to deliver - stellar gains for our investors over the coming several years.
The upward move in gold prices so far this year has caught most investors by surprise but not INTAC.
There have been strong inflows to the bullion exchange traded products (ETPs), and the Longs seem to
be able to dominate the COMEX once again, and yet anecdotally, we have seen little flows into gold
equity funds.
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For many, this move harkens back to the first half of 2016 when the gold price advanced $260 and the
GDX and GDXJ roughly doubled. However, the 2016 move wasn’t sustained, and gold and gold stocks
pulled back and went down to nowhere for the following three years. G&PM equity investors are now
understandably cautious and reluctant to step in. With the correction now in motion, it looks like we will
soon find out whether 2019 was another flash-in-the-pan or the beginning of a new bull market. The
macro backdrop today is much more supportive than it was in 2016. Both the expansion and the general
equity bull market are now the longest on record. Will the stocks market eventually “one day” head
down... will there eventually “one day” be a recession...?

Global growth is slowing materially. Real rates have been falling and are expected to continue falling for
the foreseeable future. Negative-yielding debt has reached an astronomical $15 trillion globally and is
growing. Global leadership seems to keep getting worse.
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Prior to 2019, $1,365 was the established upside resistance level for gold. Once upside resistance is
broken, it often becomes downside support. Therefore, in the current correction, gold could pull back to
$1,365 and still maintain a strong bull market trend. It is equally possible that gold might consolidate at
higher levels, say in the $1,400 to $1,450 range. The duration of this correction might take as little as two
months (e.g. this would have the correction ending now) or continue to year-end. While we will only
know the exact details in hindsight, the strong macro drivers in place suggest this correction will only be
a bump in the road, not the end of the line. Also, given gold’s 2019 performance, we will not be surprised
if it continues to beat most people’s expectations.
During 2019-Q3, specifically, at the end of August and into the first week of September, I sold virtually
all our G&PM holdings, except for a few event driver / special situation G&PM investments. This was a
dramatic and bold change from the leveraged long G&PM positions that I had previously built up at the
end of May and in early June 2019-Q2. This allowed us to lock in excellent gains in anticipation of a
pullback that commenced virtually right after I had exited the G&PM sector. I have been patiently waiting
for the current pull back in the G&PM sector to progress (i.e. almost two months now) and have only
recently began to build positions back with a focus on select G&PM producers and with a further focus
on best of bread silver miners.
Following this consolidation phase, over the short to medium term, the movement towards looser
monetary policy, is very bullish for Gold, as it comes at a time when trust in central banks is deteriorating,
as these institutions face slowing economic growth, historically high public and private debt levels and a
volatile geopolitical environment. Against the multitude of risks posed by the escalation of the US-China
trade war, the stalled Brexit negotiations, and a shifting international order, confidence in central banks’
ability to support growth and avert recession, using their existing monetary policy toolkit, appears to be
lacking.
A second key short to medium term driver for gold’s renewed momentum during the quarter has been the
unfolding currency war, which represents the next phase of the escalating trade conflict between the US
and its trading partners. As countries seek an export-led economic boost, the battle for a weaker currency
is underway. President Trump asserts that the US will no longer tolerate artificial currency weakness
among America’s trade partners, while keeping pressure on the Federal Reserve to accelerate its interest
rate cuts and voicing concerns publicly over the economic challenges posed by a strong US dollar.
Based on historical bull market cycles and given the current supportive macroeconomic and market
backdrop we believe we are still in the early stages of gold’s recovery phase. A notable indictor has been
the substantial increase in demand for gold from central banks globally, with gold purchases during the
first half of 2019 the highest on record (World Gold Council).
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Furthermore, while inflows into gold-backed investment products have risen during the first half of 2019
there remains substantial potential for new investors to enter the gold market. Gold is under-owned by
investors relative to other asset classes and there is little sign of hype surrounding the sector despite gold
and gold equities being among the best performing assets year-to-date.

At the same time the gold industry is no longer able to grow production; supply issues may become a
driver in the future, and this may occur exactly when demand accelerates even further (e.g. during the
GDSR).
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In addition to the ongoing strong fundamentals for the gold / silver price listed above gold and silver
mining companies have even stronger fundamental drivers in place (e.g. they are now able to generate
significant free cash flow and continue to offer significant leverage to rising gold / silver prices).
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These fundamentals should drive gold and silver mining equity prices significantly higher over the coming
years starting from extremely attractive valuation levels.

So, I am looking for opportunities to continue to build back leveraged long G&PM positions on further
weakness and/or over time. I have completed my optimal portfolio design, to include the best G&PM
producing mining companies, and my targeted buy prices have been determined. Also, my planned asset
allocation for investment into the best performing active G&PM fund managers and ETF’s, that specialize
in G&PM producers in the lower mid-tier to the higher end of the junior market capitalization space, has
been completed. In this regard, my focus is on G&PM funds / ETF’s that in turn are focusing on this
market capitalization space for the best G&PM producers with an additional focus on the best silver
producers.
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In 2019-Q3 I implemented small tactical shorts in select equity ETF’s, however, I had these shorts “on a
short leash...”, for the reasons explained in my past IIC, and I was quick to exit these position as they
moved up, such that the performance year to date of these shorts is roughly flat. This has further reinforced
my view that our “planned shorts in select equity ETF’s” strategy must be pushed back due to the very
accommodative policy actions being taken globally. In fact, as discussed earlier, the Fed’s has recently
implemented a form of debt monetization that they tried to ensure the market would not call QE... that
now the market has nick named “NOT QE”...

This together with the past two Fed interest rate cuts plus a further potential 25 bps Fed interest rate cut
(i.e. that is currently being priced in by the market for October 30th, 2019 which I was certain some time
ago would occur... and now on my final rewrite... I can confirm has occurred...) followed by a possible
Trump “phase one” trade deal with China, the potential passing of the USMCA, then possibly a trade deal
with Europe, and later infrastructure spending initiatives and/or other Modern Monetary Theory (“MMT”)
policies (i.e. all as previously advised in my past IIC) may well provide the much needed support for this
late cycle economy.
So far some investors (or more aptly some central banks, and/or member banks, and/or the PPT) appear
willing to continue to speculate further in general equities and as a result general equities may continue to
hold up or possibly even rally further as the US heads towards the U.S. election on November 3rd 2020.
That said general equity market internals have been deteriorating and volume has been declining during
this most recent advance. However, due to all the manipulative measure being undertaken by policy
makers in the US and globally, the “planned shorts in select equity ETF’s” strategy may well be put on
hold until a real breakdown of market internals occurs together with a technical market downturn.
Eventually, this strategy combined with our long G&PM strategy should provide both very attractive
relative value investment opportunities and a hedge in the event of G&PM holdings potentially selling off
during the initial stages of a market crash in general equities (i.e. assuming G&PM do not decouple
immediately from general equities in a market crash). I will be very patient in the implementation of this
“planned shorts in select equity ETF’s” strategy as I believe the late business cycle has been extended,
due to tax cuts and more recently all the ongoing accommodative monetary policies underway, and may
be even further extended for all the reasons discussed above.
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Thus, all of the manipulative policy measures both fiscal and monetary undertaken over the past several
years and that are still underway (e.g. in one form or another), on a global scale, as discussed above, have
merely delayed the inevitable down turn in sovereign and corporate debts, general equities, and real estate
(i.e. the potential bursting of the everything bubble is being postpone through ongoing manipulative policy
measures).
Correspondingly, we believe the length of the G&PM secular bull market has increased as have the
potential long-term rewards. Specifically, we believe these global policy measures have caused an
extension of our initial G&PM investment time horizon, by approximately six years, from 2024-YE (i.e.
our initial maximum end date) to 2030-YE (i.e. our revised maximum end date (i.e. as previously
advised)). However, due to the massive, ever increasing, and unsustainable debt to GDP imbalances that
have built up on a global scale as a result of these ongoing policy measures the inevitable adjustments that
must occur have also grown to unimaginable levels. The resolutions of these massive imbalances should
provide even further fuel for an even longer and far greater rally in G&PM, during, what we expect will
be, an extended second half of this secular G&PM bull market.
Such manipulative policy measures may prolong the cycle for another 12 to 18 months, at best, however,
the Pied Piper is getting ready to play his pipe. His notes will echo of a lack of policy ammunition with
which global policy makers have to counter a recession. In terms of monetary policy, nominal and real
central-bank rates are still low in all major developed economies, and further inflating central-bank
balance sheets would be technically and legally difficult. In terms of fiscal policy, government-debt levels
are generally so high that future fiscal stimulus is likely to be constrained.
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The financial cycle is near peak levels – or just beyond them – in several Asian economies (including
China) as well as in small, open, developed economies that escaped the financial-crisis fallout a little over
a decade ago (notably Canada , Australia, Norway and Switzerland). The financial cycle is also clearly
in decline in several major emerging markets (Brazil, Russia, India and Turkey) as well as in Sweden.
We therefore expect to see structural headwinds for economic growth in these economies. Moreover,
these countries also face heightened risks of stress in their respective financial systems.
So, for investors, the high debt levels seen in the world today remain an important risk to watch, both for
economic growth and for financial markets. This underscores the need for appropriate risk management
and tail-risk hedging. As I have been advising for a while I do not believe that Sovereign Bonds will act
as the go to safe haven in the next major down turn in U.S. equity markets (i.e. which likely will be the
cause of the next U.S. Recession (i.e. not the other way around...)), and due to the reach for yield in a
virtually no yield world, much of the Corporate Debt market is also at risk. If only a very small portion
of Sovereign Bond markets, and/or Corporate Debt markets, and/or General Equity markets try to flow
into G&PM markets (e.g. say following the US Election or possibly leading up to it) than G&PM prices
will need to rise orders of magnitudes higher from current prices due to the extremely small size of the
G&PM market relative to the size of the Debt and General Equity markets.
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Investment Update: It may
be time to replace bonds
with gold

Central banks have shifted to a new regime of easy monetary policy, thus reducing expected
bond returns. As negative yielding debt increases alongside stock-to-yield valuations to alltime highs, gold may become an attractive and more effective diversifier than bonds, justifying
a higher portfolio allocation than historical performance suggests.

In regards to my G&PM exposure strategies, as previously advised, this G&PM bull market is becoming
far more selective in terms of gold and silver mining shares performance, which is favoring experienced
active investment management in the G&PM sector, benefiting INTAC and the top performing G&PM
funds we allocate to, over passive ETF investment vehicles. I believe the next G&PM advance will be
focused in the smaller “mid capitalization” to larger “junior capitalization” producing companies. I also
expect silver producing companies to outperform. It is currently 35% cheaper for the majors with their
relatively high valuations to buy ounces in the market (M&A) compared to discovering new ounces.
Further, buying reserves eliminates the time and uncertainty associated with exploration.

Further, now that the G&PM market appears to be transitioning into a sustainable, and gradually more
accelerated bull market, my market timing trading strategies will gradually be adjusted. Going forward I
will apply further emphases to allocation between market capitalizations, country selections, gold vs.
silver allocations, and individual stock selections (e.g. especially in consideration of M&A targets /
candidates), and rotation of the same, within the G&PM sector.
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In addition to identifying the best potential takeover targets / candidates, other G&PM Juniors are
effectively working towards commercial gold production (i.e. at new / additional mines in their portfolio
of producing mines) in 2020 (e.g. FSM.NYSE, CNL.TSE, MAI.TSXV, among others). This organic mine
building work should create huge value, upon successful implementation, and should also de-risks key
assets and thus the companies.
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Additionally, I will increase our allocation to the world’s top performing active G&PM fund managers
(i.e. as longer term holds) through the efficient leveraged brokerage accounts and trading platforms
INTAC has set up globally.
The potential advances, in the second half of the G&PM secular bull market, should continue to advance
in stair step fashion, potentially followed by a higher base building / range trading market, (e.g. potentially
in a range $1,365 to $1,640 or higher), heading into the U.S. Presidential Elections on November 3rd,
2020. At some point, potentially thereafter, we would expect G&PM to accelerate to much higher levels,
overtime (e.g. as the GDSR unfolds), such that this G&PM secular bull market may well develop into one
of the greatest bull markets ever by the year end 2026 to 2030.

BCA Conference - NYC - September 26th – 27th, 2019 – Event Summary:
I attended the annual BCA Conference in New York City, as I have for
approximately 25 years, and recorded video of the speaker presentations and
discussions. As always, I found the BCA Conference to be very informative.
The focus of the BCA Conference this year was aptly on Credit & Market Cycles
and What’s Next (?). Please see the Agenda below including the topics and
speakers. If you would like to review the videos of the presentations, and/or the
PDF presentations, and/or discuss any selected speakers and my summary
findings, please contact me for more details.
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Ray Dalio’s Summary of Where the Global Economic Cycle is in Terms of Credit,
Interest Rates, Leveraging and Deleveraging, and Where Related Market Cycles Are and
What’s Next (?) and his Views on China:
How does the economy really work? This simple but not simplistic video by Ray Dalio, Founder of
Bridgewater Associates, shows the basic driving forces behind the economy, and explains why economic
cycles occur by breaking down concepts such as credit, interest rates, leveraging and deleveraging.
https://youtu.be/PHe0bXAIuk0 .
Ray Dalio, discusses & presents his views on China: https://www.bridgewater.com/china/ .

BCA - Gold Versus Silver:
BCA's Foreign Exchange Strategy service argues that if global growth bottoms, silver could rise
explosively relative to gold. [INTAC Agrees.]
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The gold/silver ratio (GSR) was in a race towards a major overhead resistance at 100 this summer, but
after hitting a three-decade high of 93.3, it is now showing tentative signs of a reversal. Historically, these
reversals tend to be powerful, quick, and extremely volatile. This not only paves the way for an excellent
entry point to short gold versus silver, but also provides important information on the battle between easing
financial conditions and a pick-up in economic (or manufacturing) activity. In short, it offers insight on
when to buy pro-cyclical currencies.
A falling dollar often benefits silver more than gold, because silver generally rises faster than gold during
precious metal bull markets.
The ratio of the velocity of money between the U.S. and China tends to tightly track the gold/silver ratio.
A falling ratio signifies that the number of times money is changing hands in China outpaces the number
in the U.S. This often coincides with a pickup in manufacturing activity, because silver has more industrial
uses.
This brings us to the sweet spot for silver (and procyclical currencies). Even if global growth remains
tepid over the next few months, a lot of the bad news is already reflected in a high GSR, which can only
rise further if we face a deep recession (JMP note which based on all the recent reflationary policy
measures taken is not likely). Relative speculative positioning hit a high of 36% of open interest and has
been rolling over. Relative sentiment hit a high of 33% and is also ebbing. More often than not,
confirmation from both these indicators leads to a selloff in the GSR.
Bottom Line: A falling GSR provides important information about the battle between easing financial
conditions and a pickup in economic activity. We remain bullish on both gold and silver, but a trading
opportunity to sell golds and buy silver has emerged. Place a limit sell for the GSR at 90 (i.e. which means
buy silver relative to gold when the ratio gets back up to 90).

INTAC Is Gradually Rebuilding Its Silver Mining Share Exposure:
Back on June 24th, 2019, the GOLD / SILVER Ratio was signaling that the time was nigh for a rotation
into a silver and/or a silver mining shares overweight. The Gold/Silver ratio has only been meaningfully
higher one other time since 1970 (i.e. in 1991). Since June 24th, 2019 I had been watching for a turn down
in the Gold/Silver ratio for an opportunity to increase exposure into silver producing mining stocks and
funds and it came in July and I did this quite aggressively and then I booked excellent gains at the end of
August and into early September. More recently, I have been gradually re-investing into select silver
producing mining companies (e.g. FSM.NYSE, FRES.LSE, HOC.LSE, to name a few). Further, I still
have several more select silver producing mining equity investments including investment into an actively
managed silver mining fund to make (e.g. maybe sooner than later...).
As an example, I provide a brief overview of one select silver producing mining equity investment,
namely, Fortuna Silver Mines Inc. (FSM.NYSE) herein. In my past IIC, I covered the very strong
fundamentals for FSM and again below I list an updated analysis on the fundamentals of FSM from our
GSA – Silver Stock Analyst. Additionally, the President and CEO, Jorge A. Ganoza, has been adding to
his Common Shares through numerous purchases in the open market at prices between $2.55 to $3.55
USD and he has increased his Common Share holdings to 781,728 shares which has increased his total
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potential holdings to approximately 2.6 Million shares (i.e. when including Options and Restricted Share
Unit Plans). I like to see CEO’s with significant skin in the game and if the President & CEP - Jorge A.
Ganoza and his team can deliver on FSM’s corporate strategy and the share price advances to the GSA Silver Stock Analyst target price of $13 USD over the coming years then Mr. Ganoza investment holdings
in FSM will be worth $33,798,622 USD. I have also uncovered that very few G&PM funds own FSM
(i.e. yet) and the few that do are some of the top performing G&PM funds (i.e. that are remunerated by
performance fees). This is a good sign as my findings have been validated by only a few of the best in
the G&PM fund management business (i.e. so far) and thus there are still numerous other funds that can
and should, over time, become buyers of FSM shares. Additionally, John Doody of GSA - Silver Stock
Analyst has FSM listed as one of his GSA-Silver Fave 5 Stocks with a forecasted price target of $13 USD.
Further, GDXJ includes FSM in its holdings and as investment capital returns to GDXJ this will likely
increase the price of FSM. Further, as the active G&PM fund managers begin to add this holding to their
funds the price should increase which will increase the market cap further which will result in further
buying by GDXJ into FSM (i.e. GDXJ is a market capitalization-based ETF). Around the current price
levels, I see FSM as a solid candidate to at least double in value, with moderate downside risks, over the
next 12 to 24 month, with the potential for much higher gains (e.g. potentially 4 times or more) over the
medium term.
Jorge A. Ganoza, FSM - President, CEO and Director is a geological engineer with over
20 years of experience in mineral exploration, mining and business development
throughout Latin America. He is a graduate from the New Mexico Institute of Mining
and Technology. Jorge is a fourth-generation miner from a Peruvian family that has
owned and operated underground gold, silver and polymetallic mines in Peru and Panama.
Before co-founding Fortuna back in 2004 he was involved in business development at senior levels for
several private and public Canadian junior mining companies working in Central and South America.
Director of Ferreycorp S.A.A.

You can also see the latest video update on the Lindero Project Construction on the company website at:
https://www.fortunasilver.com/ together with all other relevant information including the latest corporate
presentation.
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INTAC Analysis of Select G&PM Charts:
The gold price rose to its highest in almost six years recently, in US dollar terms, breaking out of the
massive inverse head and shoulders base building formation where the neckline that had previously acted
as resistance, at approximately $1370/$1380 (i.e. around 130 on GLD), should act as support if there
potential is a meaningful pull back. However, it is also possible that the past two month pull back is
roughly all we get... and that this is a T-1 formation consolidation that when this bull flag formation breaks
out to the upside the next potential target range would be 157.5 to 162.5 on GLD (see charts below)

As previously advised in several of my past commentaries the breakout of this inverse head and shoulder
formation should eventually lead to a gold price (EOD) of $1,700 (i.e. 1376 – 1046 +1376 = 1706). See
below a previous INTAC Gold Chart with my prior blue font forecast, that is coming to pass, which has
been updated to include red lines that denote potential resistance levels to reduce G&PM trading positions
(i.e. non-core & non long-term “old turkey” hold positions):
Also see below my Cup & Handle Chart that I was tracking back in early June that was one of many
indicators which assisted me with building large long G&PM positions at that time with the updated chart
beside it.
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The above chart shows the breakout occurring as I forecasted on prior charts months in advance and the
below chart shows the first consolidation occurring right where I said it would about a month and a half
in advance.

The following chart shows all gold bull markets that followed gold bear markets since 1976. The dark
blue line was the first phase of the first half of the current secular gold bull market where the gold price
gained 296%, the light blue line was the second phase of the first half of the current secular gold bull
market where the gold price gained 168%, and the gold line was the second half of the past secular gold
bull market where the gold price gained 714% from 1976 to 1980. The black line is the current gold bull
market which commenced at the end of 2015 which we believe is the second half of the current secular
gold bull market (i.e. which should be more analogous, in terms of the Y-axis, to the gold line / gold bull
market from 1976 to 1980). The other four lines in the chart below (i.e. red, green, peach, & pink) are all
cyclical gold bull markets within a secular gold bear market.
The following chart shows all the gold bull markets that followed all the bear markets since 1976:
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Since Nixon removed the dollar from the gold standard over all U.S. debt as percentage of GDP has risen
considerably as has the gold price (i.e. from $35 to over $1,500). The Debt Supercycle is not sustainable
and when it finally comes to an end... and one day it will (e.g. very likely in my lifetime... and likely within
the next few years...) the current long-term secular gold bull market should enter a mania phase.
The following charts show a comparative analysis of the 1970 vs. the current (i.e. from the year 2000)
gold & silver bull markets. The Y-axis vertical trajectory is very similar for the current gold bull market
(i.e. thus far) to the 1970 gold bull market (i.e. if the time scale on the X-axis is permitted to be adjusted).
Markets do not often repeat but they do often rhyme and if one allows the time scale (i.e. the X-axis) to
be adjusted then one can sometimes find a prior period of time with a rhyming market (i.e. in the ups and
downs on the Y-axis) to the current market.
I have stated for some time that I believe analyzing the 1970’s gold & silver bull market may provide a
useful road map for the current gold & silver bull market. I have discussed my rational for this comparison
in prior investment commentaries and my analytical work in this regard has proven to be very useful (i.e.
thus far). By adjusting the time scale and comparing the percentage change on an apple to apples basis
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for the 1970’s vs. the current gold & silver bull markets one can clearly see the rhyming (i.e. high
correlation thus far). See for yourself in the gold and silver price charts, over these two periods, below:

As one can see from the above chart even in a strongly advancing gold bull market periodic pull backs /
sell offs can and do occur and it is exactly these opportunities that investors should look to capitalize on.
Everyone wants to wait for confirmation of a bull market prior to rebalancing into markets that are
emerging from a bear market. However, the key is to not miss the bulk of the rally and be left behind at
the train station. Our research shows that the best long-term strategy is to rebalance your net worth asset
allocation once annually. Specifically, those investors whom have waited to rebalance their overall net
worth asset allocation and whom are now gaining confidence in the G&PM sector may choose to complete
the paper work and make a capital contribution now and instruct on this capital to be invested upon a
minor pull back or a larger sell off and/or through a dollar cost averaging strategy into G&PM.
There is still plenty of potential upside in this secular gold bull market as the gold price is up only 494%
(i.e. from $252.10 on August 26th, 1999 to $1,497.47 as of the above chart date... so far, in this secular
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gold bull market) vs. the 2,417% increase in the gold price (i.e. from $34.90 on January 16th, 1970 to
$878.50 on January 21st, 1980) during the past secular gold bull market. See related charts below.
Comparing the gold and silver price percentage changes, when allowing for time adjustment, between
these two periods has proven to be useful, and comparing indicators and other studies during periods that
rhyme can also prove to be very useful in assisting with determining when a potential pull back and/or a
sell off may begin or end.
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The gold producers’ / gold miners share prices remain at historically low levels relative to the gold price
and relative to broader equity markets, yet the return of momentum to the gold sector, coupled with the
substantial beneficial reforms undertaken by a selection of leading gold producers, suggest a change in
miners’ fortunes and an opportunity for investors as this undervalued sector moves into recovery.
The chart below shows all Barrons Gold Mining Index (BGMI) Rallies Since 1942:
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List of Some Important Calendar Events That Can Affect The G&PM Sector (i.e. FOMC
Meeting Dates and Nonfarm Payrolls - Releases 2019):

2019 FOMC Meetings
October
29-30
December
10-11*
* Meeting associated with a Summary of Economic Projections.
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Non-Farm Payroll Dates 2019
NFP (Non Farm Payroll) – Released by the US Department of Labor – is the most
important data in the US. Presents the number of people on the payrolls of all nonagricultural businesses. Usually published the first Friday of each month, at 8:30 am EST, it is a major economic
indicator that measures the employment situation on the USA:

Month

Date

Event

November

1

NONFARM PAYROLLS (for October 2019)

December

6

NONFARM PAYROLLS (for November 2019)

It is important to be aware of the above dates and to consider month end and especially quarter end window dressing
by the banks. Often the bullion banks will suppress the COT paper gold price going into such key dates / releases.

List of Additional Research:
Additional Research:
If you are interested in receiving any of the below listed additional research files, that INTAC has considered in
forming our investment strategy, then simply email us at ceo@intacglobal.com and we will email you the requested
files:
1) BakerSteel - Bright Outlook for Gold Miners - August 2019
2) BakerSteel - Gold miners profits are rising - October 2019;
3) BakerSteel Q3 2019 BSPM Investment Managers Commentary;
4) BCA - Caroline Webcast 19-09-11;
5) BCA - SR_SR_2019_09_04;
6) Bridgewater - MMT & MP3 19-04-30
7) Bridgewater - Primer on Universal Basic Income (UBI)
8) Bridgewater - Principles For Navigating Big Debt Crises By Ray Dalio
9) FED FOMC Projection Table 19-09-18
10) FED Implementation Note issued September 18, 2019;
11) FED Monetary Polcy 19-10-30;
12) FED Monetary Policy 19-09-18
13) G&PM ESG Commitment
14) Gold Price Guide
15) hussmanfunds.com-Going Nowhere in an Interesting Way
16) hussmanfunds.com-How to Needlessly Produce Inflation 19-08
17) hussmanfunds.com-Propositions for a Recessionary Bear Market
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18) hussmanfunds.com-Strategic Allocation White Paper 19-08
19) IIC Web Research 2019-Q3;
20) Mark Mobius - Gold will be the last man standing;
21) Ned Davis Research - What could it take for a YE rally 19-10-15;
22) Sentiment Report on GOLD 19-09-06;
23) ThePowerofCopper-Gold_Mayberry2019-Fund;
24) TSI - Monetary Inflation and the Next Crisis 19-10-15;
25) Van Eck - Gold stocks vs bullion in a gold bull market 19-08;
26) Van Eck - more surprises in store for gold;
27) Van Eck Gold Quarterly Webinar 19-10-16
28) WGC - Gold Versus Commodities 19-09-11;
29) WGC - Replace Bonds with Gold 19-10-30; and
30) WGC - Why we need the WGC.
By no means is this additional research required reading by INTAC investors. However, it can help investors to
stay even more informed on the critical considerations that relate to the important decisions that face all HNWI
investors regarding rebalancing their overall - net worth / investment - asset allocation and in consideration of their
allocation to alternative investment strategies and in particular G&PM.

Concluding Remarks:
Gold is a unique asset class due to its uncorrelated nature and its ability historically to perform well amidst global
financial and geopolitical turmoil. We think of it as financial insurance. Like health or auto insurance, a small
allocation can go a long way when hardship occurs.
As we advised in our past investment commentary on October 29th, 2018 (i.e. see original text in bold italic below
with original chart below and then the four updated charts each below this) we continue to advise that G&PM
investors stay the course with their long-term G&PM strategy. We believe the second half of the G&PM secular
bull market started back in December 2015 for gold and January 19th 2016 for gold & silver mining shares and in
2019-Q2 the gold price broke out above its neckline on its massive inverse head and shoulders formation, providing
further credence to our bullish view. Confirmation of this being a sustainable breakout will be needed for the
projected price target of $1700 to come into play. If / when this occurs the associated gains in gold & silver mining
shares should eventually be massive.
The following was written in October 2018: “To the gold shorts and dollar longs: get ready to run for the hills!
As painful as it has been for long-term investors in precious metals, hang in there! In our opinion, the extreme
condition of market structure and investor sentiment suggests that, at the very least, a trading low is at hand,
while broad macro- and gold-specific microeconomic fundamentals suggest a resumption of the uptrend in metal
prices from the December 2015 low (see chart below) is not far off.”
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Years of bailouts and market supports have in our opinion inured investors to the implications of systemic risks and
reduced demand for systemic insurance solutions such as physical gold and related mining assets. Throughout
history, periods of complacency rarely ended well. The time to buy insurance is when risk perceptions are the
lowest making insurance cheap relative to the risk. We believe that now is such a time and we are in good company.
“The below chart shows that risk is still very expensive (i.e. S&P 500) relative to insurance (i.e. Gold & Silver
Mining Index):”
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“The current level (i.e. 40.47) and above on the SPX:XAU ratio should be used as an excellent time to add to
your insurance and reduce your risk through an averaging strategy.”
See updated chart below:
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We advised well ahead of time that 2019 would be a pivotal year for G&PM investors and so far, this is proving to
be the case. Those strong and steadfast G&PM investors that did not capitulate at the end of 2015 or throw in the
towel in the second half of 2018 have been rewarded with significant out-performance since the commencement of
the second half of the G&PM secular bull market (i.e. since December 31st, 2015). Further, we believe the welldeserved rewards will really stack up following the second leg up of this unfolding G&PM secular bull market. The
Federal Reserve’s 180-degree reverse course on monetary policy tightening on January 30th, 2019 has proven to
be bullish for our G&PM holdings over 2019-YTD and its easy monetary policy measures have continued which is
really putting a fire under G&PM. INTAC has experienced excellent gains in our book of G&PM in 2019-YTD.
It will certainly be easier to hold G&PM investments as generalist investors continue allocating investment capital
to the G&PM sector, which, we believe, can only accommodate such investment capital through much higher prices.
As G&PM technical indicators have now broken out to the upside this should, following some healthy backing and
filling, cause a ripple effect, over time, that should feed upon itself leading to further gains resulting in further
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allocations from additional generalist investors resulting in even further gains over the coming several years. We
expect this to ultimately end in a mania during the late stages of this G&PM secular bull market, which may take
our initial intended time horizon of the year-end 2020 to the year-end 2024 out to the year-end 2026 to year-end
2030 and should provide even greater returns! The following chart gives an indication of the number of steps up
the second half of the secular bull market may take. Based on the size of the first step up and the ascent of the start
of the second step up it appears as though the second half of the secular bull market may be orders of magnitude
greater than the first half of the secular bull market.
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Also, it appears the USD is getting closer to completing its topping cycle as I have been discussing in my past IIC’s.
We believe the US Dollar Index – Cash Settle (EOD) tops out around 100 and eventually the triangle between the
EMA (600) (i.e. green line) and the long term down trend line (i.e. thick red line) is broken to the downside as this
triangle compresses further over 2019 / 2020. The next and third cross of the EMA (10) (i.e. thin blue line) down
through the EMA (50) (i.e. thin red line) should signal the next major decline in the USD (see chart below):
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G&PM should really take off once the USD rolls over and as explained above we believe that U.S. Treasuries and
the USD will not be the preferred safe haven asset but rather we believe gold will be the ultimate safe haven asset
during the next GFC, for several reasons as discussed at length in our past IIC’s and herein, and that gold and silver
mining shares will be the ultimate beneficiary (i.e. as a proven leveraged play on gold).
Risk management for our G&PM positions remains important and we employ numerous tools and indicators in this
regard. One such tool is Inter Markets Analysis and tracking highly correlated markets and related indicators which
may also act as leading indicators for potential future G&PM market moves. One such example of this is the
Japanese Yen.
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As detailed in our performance review at the outset of this commentary, we are pleased that, INTAC’s aggressive
accounts have outperformed gold, all G&PM mining share indices and ETF’s, our G&PM peer group, and the S&P
500 Index (i.e. not a relevant benchmark) since the end of 2015. We will continue to work tirelessly, in an effort,
to maintain this outperformance and maximize the potential G&PM secular bull market returns for our loyal clients
whom are invested in our strategy through our INTAC Managed Allocation & Gold Asset Class Portfolio.
We urge you to consider the investment strategies being employed, in the context of prevailing market conditions,
in all your investment and savings accounts to ensure your overall allocation is diversified and prudent for your
individual circumstances.
We are convinced that our INTAC Global Investments – Managed Allocation & Gold Asset Class Portfolio will be
very well positioned for the medium to long-term and that our concentrated, overweight, and at times leveraged
investment in precious metals mining shares and related investments with an active allocation in and out of gold &
silver bullion and/or cash / cash equivalents or margin, will pro-offer stellar gains on an absolute, relative, and risk
adjusted basis over the next several years.
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